Semidiscrete finite element methods for a semilinear parabolic equation in Rd, d < 3, were considered by Johnson, Larsson, Thomée, and Wahlbin. With h the discretization parameter, it was proved that, for compatible and bounded initial data in Ha, the convergence rate is essentially 0(h2+a) for t positive, and for a = 0 this was seen to be best possible. Here we shall show that for 0 < a < 2 the convergence rate is, in fact, essentially 0(h2+2a), which is sharp.
Introduction.
The aim of this paper is to improve certain results from Johnson, Larsson, Thomée, and Wahlbin [2] . In this introduction we shall describe these results and motivate and state our new findings.
The investigations in [2] are concerned with nonsmooth data error estimates for spatially discrete approximations to the solution of the initial-boundary value problem ut -Au = f(u) in fi x 7, I = (0, t*\, (0.1) u = 0 on dfi x J, u(0) = v in fi,
where fi is a bounded domain in Rd, d = 1,2, or 3, with smooth boundary <3fi, and / is a smooth function on R which is bounded together with an appropriate number of its derivatives. (For a discussion of this assumption, see [2, Section 3] .) It is assumed throughout that v, and hence u, is bounded. The spatially discrete approximation Uh(t) is sought in a finite-dimensional space Sh C Hq (fi) and is defined by (uh,t, X) + (Vu", Vx) = (f(uh), x) for X € Sh, tel,
where (v, w) is the standard inner product in ¿2 = L2(fi), and Pq is the orthogonal projection in ¿2 onto Sh-It is assumed that the family {Sh} is such that the elliptic projection Pi, the orthogonal projection onto Sh with respect to the Dirichlet inner product (Vt), Viu), has an error of order hr, r > 2 integer, or, more precisely, ||Piu>-u>|| <Chr\\w\\r forweHrnHr),
where || • || and || • ||r denote the standard norms in ¿2 and Hr = Hr(U), respectively. It was first proved that (cf. also Helfrich [1]) \\uh(t) -u(t)\\ < C(R)h2 \og(l/h)r1 for ||v|| < R, tel. For the approximate solution, let h = l/n, with n a positive integer, and set Sh = span{l,cosx, sin a;,... ,cos(n -l)a;,sin(n -l)x}, which has order of approximation 0(hr) for any positive r. With V2(x) = cosnx, one has Po^ = 0, and the Galerkin solution vanishes identically. Hence the error equals the exact solution, which is easily checked to be (0.5) u = (ui,u2) = (n~2(l -e~2nH)(l + e-2nH cos2nx),e-nH cosnx), whence, for large n,
Since v is bounded independently of n, this contradicts (0.3) for a > 2. Note that it is natural to use f(y) ~ y2 as a model smooth nonlinearity, since the linear part of a Taylor expansion of / can be combined with uxx to form a linear elliptic operator.
To analyze the case of slightly more regular data, a subset ^a of Ha was introduced in [2], together with a defining functional Fa(v). The set ^a may be thought of as consisting of those v G Ha n L«, for which sufficient compatibility with the differential equation holds at dfi at í = 0 for ||u(i)||Q to be bounded even as t approaches 0. Here, Ha is defined for noninteger a by interpolation. It was shown that if v e &ai then, for any a with 0 < a < 2 and such that o + a < r,
The order of convergence was thus shown to be essentially two orders higher than the initial regularity.
In order to try to modify the above counterexample, to see whether this latter estimate is sharp, we now choose V2,a(x) = n~a cosnx. Interpreting the Ha norm for a periodic function v = Yl'jL-oo cje%:'x to be Nk#=( £ i2a\ci
we have ||w2,a||a,# = constant, independent of n. Now the solution of (0.4) is u = (ui,Q,U2,a) = (n~2aui(x,t),n~aU2(x,t)), where (ux,^) are given by (0.5), and, by the same reasoning as above, \\uh(to) -u(to)\\ = ||u(io)|| * Cn-2~2a = Ch2+2a for large n.
i/¿
This therefore does not show the 0(h2+a) error estimate of [2] to be sharp. In this paper we shall show that the order of convergence suggested by the modified counterexample is the correct one. Under an additional approximation assumption for the elliptic projection (see (1.3)), we shall prove that if 0 < a < 2, 2 + 2a < r, then we have, with v = v(a) < 1, \\uh(t) -u(t)\\ < C(R)h2+2a(r^ay2 +r"log(l/Ä)) îorFa(v) <R, tel, which is an improvement over (0.6) by a factor ha in the case considered. In the present range of a, Fa(v) is equivalent to max(||t;||Q, ||vWl^)-We remark that also the scalar spline counterexample to (0.3) given in [2, Section 6] can easily be modified to show that no better rate of convergence than 0(h2+2a) is possible in a result such as (0.7).
The restriction a < 2 in (0.7) is probably due to our techniques of proof; our result covers optimal-order estimates for finite element spaces up to isoparametric quintics.
The proof of the result (0.7) will be given in Section 2 below. It requires some refined error estimates for a linear nonhomogeneous parabolic equation, which we shall present in Section 1.
In estimates like (0.7) it is natural to ask if the logarithmic factor can be removed, and it is a popular pastime to attempt to do so. We have not been able to accomplish this in general, but shall indicate at the end of Section 2 how this can be done in the cases 0<a<l, r>4 and a = 0, r > 3.
In [2] an 0(ha+a) error estimate was obtained also in maximum norm for v e ^a, a + a < r and í > 0, and a similar estimate was also demonstrated for the error in the gradient. These estimates were consequences of the ¿2 norm error estimates (0.6) and may therefore be improved analogously to (0.7), as will be briefly indicated in Section 3. In this section we shall consider the linear problem
Ut -Au = g in fi x J,
where g is a function of (x, t) which we assume to be in Loo (Leo) = Loo(J; L^fi)) (we shall frequently suppress the dependence of the spatial domain and the time interval in our notation when they equal fi and /, respectively). The semidiscrete
Galerkin method is to find u/, : / -> 5/, such that («M.X) + (Vtifc,Vx) = (í,x) ior x&Sh, tel,
We shall first recall some known results for the case of the homogeneous equation, i.e., g = 0 (see Thomée [4] and references therein). For this purpose we introduce the space Ha = Ha(Q) defined for any real a by the norm \v\a = \\(-A)a/2v\\. For a a positive integer, Ha(U) = {v e Ha(Q); Ajv = 0 on dfi for j < a/2} (see [4, p. 34] ). From now on we make the assumption that the error in the elliptic projection satisfies (1.3) \Piw -tu|_j < CTilHI-i-i for 0 < 7 < r, 7-/ > 1, 0 < / < r -2, we /P-' n H¿.
Note that the approximation order 7 never exceeds r. Thus, this assumption is satisfied, e.g., for isoparametric elements of degree r -J, if the mesh domains are kept inside fi. We also introduce the notation E(t),Eh(t), and Fh(t) = Eh(t)Po -E(t) for the solution operator of the initial value problem (1.1) with g = 0, its discrete counterpart, and the resulting error. For initial data v e Ha we have the error estimate (1.4) \Fh(t)v\-i < ChT{l-a-l)/2\v\a for te I, I + a < 7 < r.
For a = 0, this follows from the corresponding estimate with I = 0 (cf. [4, Chapter 3] ) by a simple duality argument, since Fh(t) is selfadjoint on L2. We then obtain the general result for (-l,a) by interpolation between the results for (0,7) and (~h/(l ~ Q)i0)-These estimates depend on a corresponding smoothness property of the exact solution, namely, with Dt = d/dt, (1.5) \DstE(t)v\li<Crili-a+2s'/2\v\a for te I, u + 2s > a, and its discrete analogue. Our purpose is now to generalize (1.4) to the nonhomogeneous equation in (1.1), with application to the semilinear equation (0.1) in mind. We shall make the temporary hypothesis that the exact solution has the appropriate behavior for small t, and then verify this at the end of the section for the case that g(x, t) = f(u(x, t)) where u is the solution of (0.1). Here and below we denote, for various functions w Proof. Set temporarily (v,w) = (T3hv,w), \v\ = (v,v)1/2 = \v\-j,h and |t>|* = \v\-j-ith = (ThVjv)1/2. Note that T/, is a positive semidefinite operator with respect to the semi-inner product (v,w).
Taking the inner product of (1.9) against et we have
and, multiplying this inequality by t2k+1,
Integrating, we obtain t2k+1\e\2< cfi2fc+1|(p,c)| + |/'tsafc+1(pt,e)da|+ fs2k\e\2ds ( \Jo I Jo j\2k(p,e)ds} + Cauchy-Schwarz' inequality and a kickback argument then give t2k+l \e(t)\2 < C |t2fc+1 |p(i)|2 + j\s2k+2\Pt\2 + s2k\p\2) ds
(1-13) t + / s2*|e|2ds .
We proceed to estimate the last term on the right. We take the inner product of (1.9) by e to obtain i-a i i9 i i9 / \ -2jt\e\l + \e\2 = (p,e) and multiply this by t2k, whence
Integrating and using Cauchy-Schwarz' inequality on the first term on the right, we find f s2k\e\2 da<clf* s2k\p\2 ds + f s2*-1^2 ds\ .
Inserting this result into (1.13), we have í2fc+1|e(í)|2 < C it2k+1\p(t)\2 + f (s2k+2\Pt\2 + s2k\p\2)ds + J* s2k~l\e\lds\ , and the desired result (1.12) follows upon dividing by t. This proves Lemma 1. We are now ready for the Proof of Theorem 1.1. We shall prove the theorem successively for increasing values of the gap variable 7 -a -I and start with 0 < 7 -a -I <2. Within this range we first consider 7 < i + 1. With the above notation, the solution of (1.1) may be written, by Duhamel's principle, as
and similarly for the solution of (1.2), so that by subtraction z(t)=Fh(t)v+ f Fh(t-s)g(s)ds.
Jo Here, by (1.4),
and (1.8) follows using (1.4), which applies since now a < 1 and hence v e Ha, to bound Fh(t)v.
We next consider the case 0<7-a-/<2 with 7 > I +1. Recall that the error e = Uh -u satisfies (1.9) with p = -(Pi -I)u and T/je(0) = 0. We use Lemma 1.2 together with (1.3), now applicable since 7 -I > 1, and (1.10) to obtain
By (1.6) and by (1.7), which applies since a<7-/<2 + a,
íft'||e(í)|| < Chip-li-"-*)**, and by (1.11) the desired result (1.8) follows in the present case, and thus generally for 0 < 7 -a -I < 2. Note that this covers r = 2, so that we may assume below that r > 3.
We shall now show by induction over m > 2 that (1.8) holds for m-1 < 7-a-I < m. We have already seen this to be true for m = 2, and assume it now to hold for some value m. To carry out the induction step, letm<7 -a -I <m + 1. Then, since m -1 < 7 -a -(I + 1) < m, we have by the induction assumption \e(s)\_{l+lhh<Ch~<s-^-<*-^/2, provided that I + 1 < r -2, which we shall now assume. This is automatically satisfied for m > 3 since / + 1 < 7 -m + 1 < r -m + 1, but the case m = 2 needs separate consideration. For m > 3, by Lemma 1.1 and (1.6) we obtain, for k>(m + l)/2, tk\e(t)Uh < Csup{ÄT**+1||«t(*)||1_I + /ïVIKs)!!^ + sk-1^\e(t)\-{i+i),h)
Similarly, ||e(í)|| < Chi-lr^-a-l>i2, so that the desired result follows by (1.11).
However, for the proof to be complete, we still need to show (1.8) for the case 2<7
-o-/<3, which has only been achieved so far if / + 1 < r -2. From / +1 < 7 -a -1 <r -a -1 we see that this is satisfied if a > 1. For 0 < a < 1 we have, using 7 < 2 + 2a, that / + l<2 + a-l<2and hence / + l<r-2ifr>4.
It remains to consider a < 1 together with r = 3. But then it is enough to treat 0 < I < a since I > a implies ~j -a -l<2 + a -l<2, which is covered by our first case. We shall see that (1.8) holds for r = 3, a < 1 and I replaced by I' = 0 and a. For I' = 0 this follows by our previous argument since then Z'-|-l = l = r -2. For I' = a < 1 we have 0<7-2a = 7-a-Z'<2 since 7 > 2 and 7 < 2 + 2a, so that (1.8) is valid by the first case. The desired result now follows for 0 < I < a by the obvious convexity inequality. The proof of Theorem 1.1 is now complete. We shall also need the following result. Jo Jo Using (1.10) and the error estimates (1.3) for the elliptic projection we have |p(0l-l,* < CA1+a+'||u(t)||i+a for t e I.
The desired result now follows by (1.11), completing the proof of Theorem 1.2.
We shall next show that the assumptions of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are satisfied for the solution of the semilinear problem (0.1) with v e^a-Recall that for a < 2, a = Ha n L«,, and Fa(v) equals the norm max(|t)|Q, IMIl«,)-We begin with the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 and remark that the major part of the proof is already given in [2]. LEMMA 1.3. Let 0 < a < 2 and let u be the solution of (0.1). Then there exists a constant C = C(R) such that (1.6) and (1.7) hold for allv e^a with Fa(v) < R.
Proof. In [2, Theorem 2.2] it was proved that if 0 < ß -a < 5, 2j < ß, then, withC = C(ß), (1.14) \\D>tu{t)\\ß-3j < Cr^-°^2 for Fa(v) < R, tel.
In particular, the inequality (1.6) is verified for j = 0 and a < p < b + a, which covers our case since 2 + 2a < 5 + a. For j = 1, (1.6) only follows for u < 3 + a, and this shows the desired estimate only if 0 < a < 1. We shall now show (1.15) ||ut(i)||4+a < Cr3 for 1 < a < 2, tel.
Together with the estimate (1.6) for u = 3 + a, this implies (1.6) with j = 1 for 3 + a<u<4 + aby interpolation. Since 2 + 2cv is in this interval for 1 < a < 2, the proof of (1.6) would then be complete.
We shall show (1.15) by successively demonstrating (1.14) with ß = 6 + a for j = 3,2, and 1. For j -3, w = um satisfies wt-Aw = D3f(u) = f'"(u)u3t + 3f"(u)ututt + f'(u)uttf By Duhamel's principle we have
w(t) = E(t/2)w(t/2) + [ E(t-s)D3f(u(s)) ds = E(t/2)w(t/2) + I(t).

Jt/2
Here, by (1.5) and (1.14), which may be applied since 6 -a < 5, ||£(í/2)u>(í/2)||q < Ct-a'2\\um(t/2)\\ < ct-ai2r^-a^2 = Ct~3.
Further, using Sobolev's inequality, ||L>t3/(u)|| < C(||ut||i6 + Huttll • \\ut\\Lao + Hutttll) <C(\\ut\\3 + \\utt\\-\\ut\\2 + \\um\\) and hence, using known cases of (1.14),
\\I(t)\\a<C f (t-s)-^2\\D3f(u(s))\\ds
Jt/2 < Ctl-al2(r3{3-a^2 +r(4-a)/2r(4-a)/a + r(6-a)/2) < Crŵ hich shows the case ß = 6 + a, j = 3 of (1.14).
We next take j = 2. Since Autt = uttt -D2f(u), we have by elliptic regularity \\utth+a<C\\uttt\\a + C\\D2f(u)\\a, and, by the case just considered, it suffices to bound the second term. We now use the inequality llalla < \\<phU\\a forl<Q<2,
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use which follows by interpolation from the cases a = 1 and 2. We also apply Moser's lemma (cf. [3] ): For any positive integer k, H/HIU < C(K)(1 + \\u\\k) for \\u\\Loo < K.
We obtain \\D2tf(u)\\a = ||/"(u)u2 + /'(u)utt|U < ll/>)l|2||u2|U + ||/'(u)||2||utt||a < C(l-H|u||2)(||Ut||2|h||a + ||Utt||a), so that, by known cases of (1.14), IIAa/(«)IU < ct-^-^i2^-^'^-1 +r2) < cr3, and the case ß = 6 + a, j = 2 of (1.14) follows.
For the final step of the proof of (1.15) we use again elliptic regularity to obtain IKÜ4+0 < CHAutlla+a < C(\\utt\\2+a + \\Dtf(u)\\2+a).
Again, it only remains to consider the last term. Here we shall use \\^\\ß<\\'P\\t-0\\'P\\t3Mß for3</3<4, which follows by interpolation from the cases ß = 3 and ß = 4. Together with Moser's lemma, this gives ||A/(«)||3+« = ||/'(u)ut||2+Q < C(l + \\u\\3)2-a(l + iMur^lMla+c, whence \\Dtf(u(t))\\2+a < cri2-")^«)/^^-1'«4-»)/2*-2 = cr3.
We have now proved (1.15).
It remains to prove (1.7). For this purpose we show this inequality for u = a and u = 2 + a, from which it then follows in general by interpolation. Since ||u(i)||Q is bounded on /, we have ||w(i)IU < / \\u(s)\\ads<Ct for te I.
Jo
As concerns u = 2 + a, we note that by integration of the differential equation we have u(t) -v-Au(t) = f(u(t)) for t e I, and hence by elliptic regularity, (1.16) ||û||2+û < C||AÛ||Q < C{||«||a + ||U||a + ||/(u)||Q} < C{1 + \\f(u)\\a}. Proof.
Consider first the case 0 < a < 1 and multiply the differential equation in (0.1) by (-A)au in L2, which is legitimate since u(t) e H2 for tel.
We obtain \jt\u\2a + |u|1+a = (T^-"V2f(u), (-A)^/2u) < i|/(«)fi_, + \W\Ua, whence by integration f \u\\+ads<\v\2a+ f \\f(u)\\2ds<C.
Jo Jo For 1 < a < 2, we have by elliptic regularity Í \M\í+ads < C ÍWAUWI^ ds 
The Main L2 Error Estimates.
The main result in this section is the following THEOREM 2.1. Let 0 < a < 2, 2 + 2a < r, and let Uh and u be the solutions of (2.5) e(t) = ê(t) + f Eh(t -s)P0(f(uh(s)) -f(u(s))) ds.
Jo
By the results of Section 1 we have access to a variety of estimates for ê which will be applied in the analysis of (2.5). For this purpose we introduce an integral operator J defined for functions w = w(x, t) by (Jw)(t)= f E(t-s)f'(u(s))w(s)ds, Jo and rewrite (2.5) in the form (2.6) e = g0 + gi+g2 + Je, where go = ê,
Jo
Define now e¿ to be the solutions of the integral equations (2.7) et = gl + Jel, i = 0,1,2.
By standard techniques for Volterra integral equations these equations have unique solutions, and it is clear from (2.6) that the error e may be represented as e = eo + ei + e2-In estimating the different terms of the error, the following easily proved version of Gronwall's lemma will be used repeatedly.
LEMMA 2.1. // 0 < ip(t) < T(t) + C / <p(s) ds for te I, Jo For the proof of Theorem 2.1 we start by deriving some preliminary low-order estimates for e. By (2.5) we have l|e(*)ll<ll«WII+c/*öeWII<to, ./o so that by Lemma 2.1, Theorem 1.2 and Lemma 1.4,
nd, using also Theorem 1.1, (2.9) ||e(i)|| < Cha+a (r"'2 + C Í s~°l2 ds\ < CA'+af'/2 for a < 2, t € /.
We proceed to derive the more precise estimates needed for e\ and t2-By Lemma Hence, by (2.12), (2.8) and (2.9) with a = 1,
\\92(t)\\<c(^/\jtt)(t-s)-s\\e(s)\\2ds
< Ct-6\\e(s)\\2Lï{L2) +C f (t-s)-sh*+ia8-1 ds < Ch2+2ar6,
Jt/2
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use and thus, by (2.10), since S < 1, (2.13) ||e2(0ll < Ch2+2ar6.
We finally estimate en. From (2.7) we see that w = en -ê satisfies the integral equation w = Je + Jw, and hence, by Lemma 2.1 and the triangle inequality, (2.14) IMOII <P(0ll +11^(011+/* Il Jê(*)||ds.
./o We shall show that, with v = v(a) < 1 for 0 < a < 2, (2.15) ||Je(0|| < Ch2+2arv \og(l/h).
Together with Theorem 1.1, (2.14) implies that ||en|| is bounded by the right-hand side of (2.1). In view of our above estimates (2.11) and (2.13) for ei and e2, this would complete the proof of Theorem 2.1. For the purpose of showing (2.15) we first note that it suffices to consider the case h2+2a < t/2, since in the opposite case, || Jê(0H is trivially bounded by Ch2+2a. We now write Jê(t) = Jn(0 + Ji (0 + -MO corresponding to the intervals of integration (0,ft2+2Q), (h2+2a,t/2), and (t/2,0, and ||Jo(0ll is again trivially bounded by We consider first r > 4, in which case an error estimate for ê in H~2 is available, so that, since <pip e H2, (2.16) \Q\ < C|ê|_2||W||2 < Clêl-all^Hall^IlLo. +C|ê|_aM|LJH|a, where the second inequality follows from the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality, as in the proof of Moser's lemma. We have H^Hl«, < C, and from Moser's lemma and (1.6),
Using (1.8) and Sobolev's lemma, we get, with 3/4 < 6 < 1,
Hence, with v = max(¿, a/2), ft/2 \\Ji(t)\\ < Ch2+2a / {8-1t-e + a-a'2r1)d8<Ch2+2alog(l/h)t~v.
This proves (2.15) and thus the theorem in case r > 4. For r = 3, the estimate (2.16) is changed into (2.17) |0(*,*)| < C'lcl-tHHIillV'lUoo +C'|c|_1||^|U00||V»|!i.
The argument then proceeds as before with the obvious changes to show that |j,(OI<Cfi2+2aiog(i//i)r6.
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. In some cases it is possible to remove the logarithmic term in the estimate (2.1). We shall indicate how to do this for 0 < a < 1, r > 4, and also for a = 0, r > 3. It is clear from the above analysis that it suffices to consider the term Ji(t).
We first note that for u(s) e H@ n Loo with 0 < ß < 2, it is possible to find U2(s), so that for t > 0 given, where the constants do not depend on r. The function u2 may be produced by extending u smoothly to Rd and then applying a suitable convolution operator, or, since only small r are at issue (u2 = 0 works for large r), by taking u2 as the L2-projection into a suitable (fictitious) finite element space on fi. Applying this to the solution u of (1.2), we set ip2 = /'(u2) and ß=l + a<2to obtain \\<p -<p2\\ = \\f'(u) -f'(u2)\\ < C\\u -«2|| < CA\u\\0.
Further, by Moser's lemma, using (2.18), «2 < (7(1 + \\u2W2) < (7(1 + T-l2-V\\u\\ß). Hence, integrating in time and using Cauchy-Schwarz's inequality, \\Jl(t)\\<C\\e\\L2{L2)T0\\u\\L2{HB)t-S + ^l|ê|lL2(i/-2)^(2^)IHL2(^)i"é+C||ê||Ll(/i-2)i-1. From Lemma 1.4, ||u||¿2(^fl) is bounded (ß = 14-q). Using Theorem 1.2 and (1.8), we obtain \\Ji(Oil < c(h0rh-8 + h2+0T^2-0h~s + h2+2at-a'2), and taking t = h, \\Ji(t)\\<Ch2+2a(r6 + ra'2), which together with our previous estimates yields IKOII < ch2+2ar-(2+aV2 i0T te I.
In the case a = 0, r = 3, we use (2.7), Moser's lemma and Theorem 1.1 to obtain \Q(t,s)\ < C|ê(s)|_,(l + ||u(s)||i)<-* + Ch2s-ll2t-1'2 for s < t/2.
3. Error Estimates for Gradients and in Maximum Norm. This section will briefly indicate how Theorem 2.1 can be used to derive the estimates mentioned in the title. The techniques are those of [2, Sections 4 and 5], and we shall merely point out the slight modifications needed. We assume that the reader is familiar with the notation of those two sections. For our first result we assume in addition to (1.3) that, with fi^ Ç fi denoting the mesh domains, we have for 1 < s < r, (3.1) \\^Piv-^rv\\La{nh)<Cha-1\\w\\a for w e Hs nH¿.
THEOREM 3.1. Let 0 < a < 2, 2 + 2a < r -1. Then there exists a constant C = C(R, a) such that for the error in (0.2) ||Vuh(0 -v-u(0lk(nh) < Ch2+2a \og(l/h)r3l2-al2
for Fa(v) <R,teI.
Sketch of Proof. By (3.1) and (1.6) it clearly suffices to estimate 9 = Uh -Piu.
Proceeding as in [2, Theorem 4.1], but multiplying the basic equation for 6 by i5 rather than i3, we find with e = Uh -u, i5||V0(O||2 < C /V||e||2 + s3\\p\\2 + s5|H|2)ds.
Jo
Now use the bound of Theorem 2.1 for e and (1.6) for u and ut to obtain i5||V0(Of < Ch2{2+2a)\og2(l/h)t2-a, which proves Theorem 3.1.
As for maximum norm error estimates, we have the following result, assuming that, with 6 = 0 or 1, \\Piw -w\\Loo < Ch^log^/htfWwWw^ for 0 < s < r, w = 0 on dQ. Finally, for the maximum norm of the error in the gradient we have the following result, assuming that, with 6 = 0 or 1, \\VPlW -Vw\\Lcc{nh) < CÄ-a(log(l/Ä))fiHwllwr* for 1 < s < r, w = 0 on ¿>fi. This proves Theorem 3.3.
